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Abstract—In this paper, we demonstrate that we can reduce
the communication latency significantly by inserting a fraction of
randomness into a wireless 3D NoC (where CMOS wireless links
are used for vertical inter-chip communication) when considering
the physical constraints of the 3D design space. Towards this end,
we consider two cases, namely 1) replacing existing horizontal 2D
links in a wireless 3D NoC with randomized shortcut NoC links
and 2) enabling full connectivity by adding a randomized NoC
layer to a wireless 3D platform with partial or no horizontal
connectivity. Consequently, the packet routing is optimized by
exploiting both the existing and the newly added random NoC.
At the same time, by adding randomly wired shortcut NoCs to a
wireless 3D platform, a good balance can be established between
the modularity of the design and the minimum randomness
needed to achieve low latency, and experimental results show
that by adding a random NoC chip to wireless 3D CMPs without
built-in horizontal connectivity, the communication latency can
be reduced by as much as 26.2% when compared to adding a
2D mesh NoC. Also, the application execution time and average
flit transfer energy can be improved accordingly.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Recent advances in semiconductor technology allow us to
integrate many processing cores on a single chip. These manycore processors can be used for embedded high-performance
applications and cloud computing. 3D integration is a promising approach to integrate more cores. Indeed, multiple dies (or
wafers) that integrate processors and memory modules can be
stacked vertically in a single package to reduce the wire length,
increase the memory bandwidth, and improve performance.
For such chips, the 3D NoC architecture has been used to
connect cores on different dies (using inter-chip network) in
addition to those residing on the same die (using intra-chip
networks). Various 3D integration technologies are available:
micro-bump, wireless (e.g., capacitive- and inductive-coupling)
between stacked dies, and through-silicon via (TSV) between
stacked wafers [1]. Although TSV-based 3D IC design is
becoming more mature, in this paper we focus on the more
challenging wireless inductive-coupling option [2][3], as it offers both scalability to stack more than two chips and flexibility
to connect known-good-dies selected after chip fabrication.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a wireless 3D NoC that
stacks three chips in a System-in-Package. As shown, every
router has CMOS TX/RX coils for vertical communication
(e.g., bus or point-to-point), in addition to the horizontally
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(a) Wireless 3D NoC
(b) Router with TX/RX coils
Fig. 1. Wireless 3D system consisting of three chips. Although all these
chips have vertical links at the pre-specified locations, they may or may not
have horizontal NoCs. In this example, top and bottom chips have mesh and
random NoCs respectively while the middle one does not.

wired links needed to connect the cores or to other routers
on the same die.
In this paper, we demonstrate that, by adding random
connectivity via wireless 3D NoCs, we can significantly reduce communication latency while incurring minimum design
complexity. To this end, we examine two cases: 1) replacing
the existing horizontal 2D NoCs in a wireless 3D NoC with
random shortcut NoCs and 2) adding a random NoC chip, in
which the horizontally wired links are randomly determined,
to a wireless 3D platform with partial or no horizontal NoCs
in order to achieve full connectivity (Figure 1(a) shows the
latter case). The random NoC chip has redundant horizontal
links (in addition to the regular links) connected via routers
and FPGA-like switch boxes on the same die. By reconfiguring
the switch boxes randomly, we can build a random NoC chip
with a unique horizontal wiring pattern.
In such a platform, the packets routing can be optimized by
exploiting both the newly added random NoCs and the existing
regular NoCs by using the irregular up*/down* routing [4]
relying on the spanning trees optimization method proposed
for wireless 3D NoCs [5].
We note that using randomness to minimize the hop count
and communication latency has been studied for interconnection networks of high-performance computing [6], datacenters
[7], and planar 2D NoCs [8][9][10]. However, the 3D NoC
topologies are more challenging because they are physically
restricted due to vertical link locations; for example, a vertical
link is formed only between two end points (e.g., TSVs, microbumps, and inductors) implemented on exactly same horizontal
location on different dies (or wafers), as shown in Figure 1(a).

From an engineering point of view, a wireless 3D IC system is
a collection of dies, each of which is developed more or less
independently. For example, dies built upon different process
technologies, such as processor die and DRAM die, can be
designed independently and stacked only later. Thus, adding
randomly wired shortcut NoCs to wireless 3D systems ensures
a good balance between modular design and minimum design
complexity for low latency.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II surveys low latency network topologies and wireless 3D
NoCs. Section III provides a detailed latency analysis of
the randomly wired shortcut chips. Section IV validates the
analysis results based on a case study of wireless 3D CMPs.
Finally, Section V summarizes our main findings.
II.

BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

A. On-Chip Small-World Networks
Traditionally, the usefulness of random shortcuts has been
noted for complex networks, e.g., social networks and the
Internet [11]. The scale-free and clustering properties in smallworld networks lead to low diameter and average shortest
path length, and also provide robustness to random edge
removal. Consequently, researchers have designed approaches
that exploit the small-world property in the areas of highperformance computing networks [6], datacenter networks [7],
peer-to-peer overlay networks, or wireless sensor networks.
Small-world effects have been exploited for on-chip networks and high-performance computing networks to reduce
their hop counts. By introducing long-range links, a smallworld topology that adds wired shortcut links to k-ary 2-mesh
can be built in order to reduce the hop counts [8]. In addition to
conventional wired on-chip networks, small-world wireless 2D
NoCs that employ millimeter-wave have been studied recently
[9]. A run-time macro-scale topology reconfiguration, called
Skip-links, has been also proposed to dynamically exploit the
small-world effects of on-chip networks [10].
Starting from these ideas, this paper focuses on the smallworld effects on wireless 3D NoCs, in which vertical randomness is physically restricted. We examine two cases: 1)
replacing the existing horizontal 2D NoCs in a wireless 3D
NoC with random shortcut NoCs and 2) adding a random NoC
chip to wireless 3D systems that have partial or no horizontal
NoC links to make full connectivity.
As seen above, using the enormous amount of wire resources enables us to consider NoCs that have links longer
than the length of each tile. Thus, a random topology, in which
random shortcut links are picked so that they do not lead to a
very long length, is a practical choice for low latency.
B. Vertical Communication Schemes
Inductive-coupling [1][2][3] is a die-level wireless interconnection scheme that uses square coils as data transmitters.
The coils can be implemented with common metal layers
of the chip; thus no special process technology is required.
By stacking chips in a package, the communication distance
between them can be reduced to several tens of micrometers
(e.g., 40um for chip thickness and 10um for glue). By increasing the number of coil turns, the transmission gain can

be increased and the communication distance becomes longer
than the chip thickness. Thus, more than two known-good-dies
can be connected by using a face-to-back connection.
The inductive-coupling can enable the customization of
hardware components (or chips) in a package to satisfy the
application requirements at a low cost. That is, we can add,
remove, and swap the known-good-dies (e.g., processor and
memory chips) in a package to meet the requirements without
making new mask patterns. As the wireless inductive-coupling
enables us to stack additional chips afterward, in this paper
we demonstrate that adding random connectivity via wireless
3D NoCs can reduce communication latency with minimum
design complexity.
A wireless vertical link can be implemented with a shared
bus or multiple point-to-point (P2P) vertical links, as reported
in [12]. Although the bus structure intrinsically does not offer
much scalability when the number of communication points
(e.g., number of chips) increases, it is an efficient way of
connecting a moderate number of dies or wafers in 3D CMPs.
Dynamic Time Division Multiple Access (dTDMA) [13][14]
bus is introduced for the distribution of bus mastership between
multiple chips, while point-to-point NoCs are used inside each
chip. Both vertical buses and P2P links are implemented with
the inductive-coupling and either one can be used depending
on the number of chips stacked and communication pattern,
such as unicast- or multicast-based communication.
III.

D ESIGN S PACE E XPLORATION OF W IRELESS 3D
A RCHITECTURES

In this section, we examine and analyze various design
parameters for adding randomness to a wireless 3D NoC in
terms of zero-load latency. We create a random topology with
random links picked so that they will not be longer than the
specified maximum long-range link length 1 . Then, the distance
between two tiles is computed using the Manhattan distance.
The default setting of parameters is shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

I NITIAL PARAMETERS IN LATENCY ANALYSIS .

# of tiles per chip × # of chips
Horizontal degree
Total # of chips, # of random chips
Maximum random link length
On-chip non-random topology

16 × 4
4
4, 2
2 tiles
k-ary 2-mesh

Assuming that a packet that consists of L flits (including a
single header flit) goes through h wormhole routers and link
bandwith is BW, its zero-load latency is calculated as:
T = Tlt (h − 1) + Trt h + L/BW,

(1)

where Trt and Tlt are the latencies for packet forwarding at a
router and link traversal, respectively.
The router latency is set to three cycles. The horizontal
link latency is selected based on the distance between two
end points. Using repeated on-chip wires, a single cycle is
assumed for 1- and 2-hop distances (e.g., k-ary 2-meshes and
folded k-ary 2-tori), while two cycles are assumed for longer
distances. In this analysis, a random long-range link is set
1 Here, we define the horizontal degree of a router as the number of links
needed to connect it to the other routers on the same chip.
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Fig. 4. Zero-load latency vs. (a) horizontal degree of random chips and (b)
different baseline chip topologies for 3D NoCs.

cannot be observed. Considering these observations, bypassing
two tiles is an economical choice when exploiting randomness;
consequently, it is the default configuration for our random
topology chip.
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Fig. 2. Zero-load latency vs. number of random chips for 3D NoCs consisting
of random and k-ary 2-mesh chips.
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Fig. 3. Zero-load latency vs. (a) maximum random link length and (b) number
of chips for 3D NoCs consisting of random and k-ary 2-mesh chips.

to bypass up to two tiles by default. As for the wireless
vertical link, a single cycle is assumed for communicating
between neighboring chips using a P2P link. A single cycle is
also assumed for vertical communication between any pair of
source and destination chips when a dTDMA bus is used.
a) Number of Random Chips: Here, we explore the
number of random chips needed in 3D NoCs that consist of
four chips. Figure 2 shows the relationship between the zeroload latency and the number of our random topology chips in
which the maximum random-link length cannot exceed twice
the length of a normal short link. We attempt both cases for the
P2P links and the dTDMA buses for the vertical connections.
When the x-axis reaches four, all the chips take the random
topology. One or two random chips significantly reduce the
zero-load latency, while adding more random chips gracefully
decreases it. Our recommendation is thus the use of one or
two random chips in the 3D NoCs.
b) Maximum Length of Random Link: We are also
interested in the maximum length of random links. Figure
3(a) shows the average zero-load latency vs. maximum random
link length for 3D NoCs with P2P links and dTDMA buses,
in which two chips have random topology, respectively. We
set the maximum random link length as a parameter for the
random topology generation. That is, two nodes are randomly
picked up, and, if their distance is less than or equal to the
maximum random link length, they are connected with a link.
To fully exploit the random effect to shorten the zero-load
latency, Figure 3(a) illustrates that the longest random link
should be of length two or three; this is because the latency
reduction when using long-range links longer than three tiles

c) Number of Chips: In what follows, we discuss the
performance impact when changing the total number of chips
in 3D NoCs. Figure 3(b) plots the zero-load latency vs. total
number of chips for four 3D NoC configurations. “mesh, p2p”
is a 3D NoC, in which each chip has k-ary 2-mesh topology
connected with P2P vertical links. It thus forms k-ary 3-mesh.
We consider both dTDMA buses and P2P links for vertical
connections; thus, “mesh, bus” employs dTDMA buses for
vertical connections. On the other hand, “rand/mesh, p2p”
consists of two random chips and the remainder are k-ary
2-mesh chips connected with P2P vertical links. “rand/mesh,
bus” employs dTDMA buses for vertical connections. We
found that our random chips improve the zero-load latency by
31% and 17% with dTDMA buses and P2P links, respectively.
In particular, in the case of dTDMA buses, a larger number
of paths go through our random topology chips; thus this
reduction becomes larger when compared to P2P links. As the
number of chips increases, the effect of our random topology
becomes relatively small in the case of P2P links, whereas its
good improvement can be observed constantly in the case of
dTDMA buses.
d) Horizontal Degree of Random Topology: Here, we
analyze the zero-load latency when the horizontal degree of
random chips is increased, while that of the remaining nonrandom chips is fixed to four. In this case, as the horizontal
degree of random chips increases, the zero-load latency decreases very slightly in the case of P2P links, as shown in
Figure 4(a). When considering the balance between the cost
and latency reduction, we mainly focus on the case for four
horizontal degrees in our random topology.
e) Different Baseline Non-Random Topology: We have
evaluated our random topology chip for 3D NoCs in which
the remaining chips employ k-ary n-mesh. Hereby, we evaluate 3D NoC topology variations that include different nonrandom on-chip 2D topologies. Figure 4(b) plots the zeroload latencies for 3D NoCs in which the baseline (nonrandom topology) is folded torus, H-tree, and hypercube (hc).
The “ht/hc/torus/mesh” represents a 3D NoC that consists of
hypercube, k-ary 2-mesh, folded k-ary 2-torus, and H-tree.
Since the hypercube has a high degree (log2 N ), its average

link length becomes long as the number of tiles per chip
increases. By contrast, our random topology chips maintain
the average link length, yet still achieve the reduced zeroload latency. Obviously, by employing our random chips, the
zero-load latency drastically decreases in all the baseline nonrandom topologies. Thus, our random topology is beneficial
for reducing link length.
f) Summary: Based on the findings in this section, we
recommend the use of one or two random topology chips for
reducing the zero-load latency but moderate link lengths for
3D NoCs. The maximum random link length is limited to two
tiles and the horizontal degree of four is enough. The random
topology chip is efficient for various combinations of nonrandom topology chips for 3D NoCs.
IV.

We consider two cases, namely 1) replacing existing horizontal 2D NoCs in a wireless 3D NoC with random shortcut
NoCs and 2) adding a random NoC chip to wireless 3D
systems that have partial or no horizontal NoC links in order to
make full connectivity. The former case is referred to as “P2Pbased wireless 3D NoC,” while the latter one is “Bus-based
wireless 3D NoC.” More specifically, the following six configurations are compared in terms of the communication latency,
application execution time, and flit transmission energy.

•
•
•
•
•

S IMULATION PARAMETERS ( PROCESSOR , MEMORY, N O C).

Processor architecture
L1 I/D cache size, latency
L2 cache bank size, latency
Memory size, latency
Router pipeline
Buffer size, flit size
Cache coherency protocol
# of VCs
Control / data packet size

x86-64
32 KB (line:64B), 1 cycle
256 KB (assoc:4), 6 cycles
4 GB, 160 cycles
3 cycles for router + 1 cycle for link
5 flits per VC, 128 bits
MOESI directory
3 (one VC for each message class)
1 flit / 5 flits

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

We assume 3D NoCs that consist of four 16-tile chips
resulting in 64 tiles in total. As horizontal topologies, we consider 4-ary 2-mesh and random topologies whose horizontal
degree is set to four. The maximum long-range link length is
limited to two tiles. The other assumptions are consistent with
those in the previous section.

•

TABLE II.

mmmm : P2P-based wireless 3D NoC that consists of four
mesh chips.
mrrm : P2P-based wireless 3D NoC that consists of two
mesh chips and two random chips.
rrrr : P2P-based wireless 3D NoC that consists of four
random chips.
—m : Bus-based wireless 3D NoC that consists of a single
mesh chip; the remaining three chips do not have NoCs.
—r : Bus-based wireless 3D NoC that consists of a single
random chip; the remaining three chips do not have NoCs.
m–r : Bus-based wireless 3D NoC that consists of a single
mesh chip and a single random chip; the remaining two
chips do not have NoCs.

A. Target CMP Architecture and Evaluation Environments
We assume shared-memory CMPs, in which each processor
has private L1 data and instruction caches, while the unified L2
cache banks are shared by all the processors. Their placement
affects application performance; we assume the wireless 3D
CMPs illustrated in Figure 5 that consist of four chips, each
of which has two processors (CPUs) and eight L2 cache banks.
Four memory controllers are attached to the four corners of the
bottom chip. These processors, L2 cache banks, and memory
controllers are interconnected via on-chip routers. A directorybased cache coherence protocol that uses three message classes
(or virtual channels) is running on the NoC.
Table II lists the processor and network parameters. We
used a full-system CMP simulator gem5 [15] to simulate the

Fig. 5. Target 3D CMPs that consist of four chips, each of which has two
CPUs, eight L2 cache banks, and a horizontal NoC. We examine three horizontal
NoC types: m, −, and r (see right figure).

wireless 3D CMPs. We modified a detailed network model
of gem5 to accurately simulate the P2P-based and Bus-based
wireless 3D NoCs with random topology chips. We use nine
parallel programs from the OpenMP implementation of NAS
Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) to evaluate the application performance in the cases of the six wireless 3D NoC configurations.
The number of threads was set to eight since the number of
processors in the target CMPs is eight.
B. Topology and Routing Generation
When 3D NoCs have randomness, application performance
varies depending on the generated random structures. To make
comparisons fair and stable, we generate 1,000 topologies
for each 3D NoC that includes random topology chips and
calculate the average hop count for each of 1,000 topologies.
Then, we pick up the most typical topology that has the closest
hop count value to the average among the 1,000 topologies.
3D mesh NoCs, in which all the chips employ a mesh
topology and are connected with P2P links vertically, use
XYZ dimension-order routing to route packets. On the other
hand, 3D NoCs that include random topology chips use an
irregular routing algorithm, such as up*/down* routing [4]. In
this experiment, we use the same routing strategy proposed
in [5] to efficiently route packets in the 3D NoCs that have
random topology chips. That is, the best spanning tree root
that can minimize the hop count is selected for each message
class or virtual channel layer. Then, routing paths are generated
under the up*/down* rule with the selected spanning tree roots.
Using this routing strategy, the packet routing can be optimized
by exploiting both the existing regular NoCs and the newly
added random NoCs, such as m–r case.
C. Performance Improvements
Figure 6(a) shows the communication latencies for nine
NPB applications with mmmm, mrrm, and rrrr configurations.
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Each bar consists of packet latencies for message classes 0,
1, and 2. Their average is also shown in the right edge of
the graph. As shown, the average communication latency of
mmmm is by 20.7% shorter than that of rrrr. The average
latency of mrrm is close to the rrrr configuration. Figure 6(b)
shows the communication latencies of the Bus-based wireless
3D NoC configurations: —m, —r, and m–r. The average
latency of mmmm is shown as a dashed line in the graph for
comparison. The average latency of —r is 26.2% shorter than
that of —m, and it is much less than that of mmmm. The
average hop count of m–r is slightly longer than that of —r.
This is because each node on the mesh chip (top chip) and
the random chip (bottom chip) is connected to a single onchip router while nodes on the non-NoC chips are directly
connected to the vertical buses; thus, adding m to —r (i.e., m–
r) increases hop counts of the paths which use the top chip.
Figure 7(a) shows the execution times of nine NPB applications with mmmm, mrrm, and rrrr configurations. The
application execution times are normalized to that of mmmm.
As shown, the application execution times of mrrm and rrrr are
reduced compared to mmmm, as their communication latencies
are reduced significantly as shown in Figure 6(a). Figure
7(b) shows the application execution times of —m, —r, and
m–r. The application execution time results also reflect the

communication latency reduction. This can prove beneficial
for future complex heterogeneous computing platforms where
deterministic and regularity of nodes may be lost.
D. Energy Consumption
To study the energy consumption per flit, we evaluate both
the P2P-based and Bus-based wireless 3D NoCs that have
random chips in terms of the average energy consumption
when transmitting a single flit from the source to destination
nodes. They are also compared against 3D meshes. This energy
per flit can be estimated as:
Ef lit

=
=

1hop
1hop
1hop
w(Erouter
hrouter + Ehlink
hhlink + Evlink
hvlink )
w(Erouter + Ehlink + Evlink ).
(2)

Here, w represents the flit-width. hrouter , hhlink , and hvlink
represent the number of router, horizontal link, and vertical link
traversals on average. When we calculate hhlink , a long-range
link traversal that spans two tiles increments two, while a short
link traversal between neighboring routers increments one,
1hop
1hop
depending on the communication distance. Erouter
, Ehlink
,
1hop
and Evlink correspond to the energy consumed by transmitting
single bit data via a router, a horizontal 2mm link, and a
1hop
vertical link (i.e., inductor). The Erouter
is set to 0.20pJ in

this evaluation, based on the post-layout simulations of onchip routers when a 65nm CMOS process with a 1.2V supply
1hop
voltage was used2 . The Ehlink
is set to 0.43pJ, assuming
that a semi-global interconnect whose wire capacitance was
0.20pF/mm (from ITRS 2007) was used for the 2mm horizontal links with repeaters inserted.
1hop
Evlink
is increased as the size of inductors increases
depending on the communication distance. For a P2P-based
wireless 3D NoC, the communication distance of an inductor
is set to 50um (40um for chip thickness and 10um for glue
between two chips). For a Bus-based wireless 3D NoC that
stacks four chips, the communication distance of an inductor
is three times longer than that of P2P-based one. Based on the
1hop
circuit simulations, Evlink
of P2P-based wireless 3D NoC is
set to 0.98pJ and that of Bus-based one is set to 1.925pJ.

We calculate the (Erouter + Ehlink + Evlink ) values of
the six configurations based on the hop count values (i.e.,
hrouter , hhlink , and vlink ) of all applications extracted from
the full-system simulation results. Figure 8(a) shows the energy
results of nine NPB applications with mmmm, mrrm, and rrrr,
in which each bar represents its Erouter , Ehlink , and Evlink
from the bottom. Figure 8(b) shows the flit energy results
of Bus-based —m, —r, and m–r configurations. When we
compare P2P-based and Bus-based wireless 3D approaches,
the Bus-based approach consumes more energy since Evlink of
a vertical bus is twice larger than that of a P2P link (however,
the Bus-based one is advantageous in terms of performance
due to the shorter hop counts). Also, m–r topology reduces
the energy consumption by 16.1% compared to —m topology,
because m–r topology can reduce the utilization of vertical
buses by using the horizontal mesh NoC of the top chip. In
the case of m–r, the packet routing is optimized such that both
the existing mesh NoC and the newly added random NoC are
fully exploited to route packets.
V.

S UMMARY

In this paper, we have demonstrated that adding minimal
random connectivity to wireless 3D NoCs can be beneficial in
terms of hop count and communication latency. Toward this,
we have examined two cases, namely 1) replacing existing
horizontal 2D links in a wireless 3D NoC with randomized
shortcut NoC links and 2) enabling full connectivity via adding
a randomized NoC layer to a wireless 3D system with no or
partial horizontal connectivity.
Our observations from a detailed latency analysis and
experimental results using a full-system CMP simulators can
be summarized as follows: First, using one or two random
topology chips is beneficial for reducing the zero-load latency
even though using moderate link lengths for 3D NoCs. For
example, the maximum random link length can be limited to
only two tiles. Only four ports are enough to make horizontal
random links in each router. Second, adding a single random
NoC chip to wireless 3D CMPs in which the remaining chips
do not have any horizontal NoCs reduces communication
latency by 26.2% compared to that of adding 2D mesh NoC.
The application execution time and average flit transfer energy
can also be improved accordingly.
2 These

values depend on bit pattern of flits. We assume a random bit pattern.

Third, when the remaining chips have some horizontal
NoCs, the packet routing can be optimized by exploiting both
the newly added random NoC and existing regular ones.
Finally, we believe that adding random NoC chips to
a wireless 3D system strikes a good balance between the
modular design and low latency. However, more detailed
scalability analysis is needed in terms of performance, cost,
fault-tolerance, and routability, which is left for future work.
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